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FOREWORD
South by Southwest (SXSW) isn’t just a music, film, and media festival. In just over 30 years, SXSW
has become one of the most important technology events in the world. It has grown exponentially
into a panoply of the entertainment and tech trends at the intersection between technology, digital
media and creative industries. For entrepreneurs hoping to make a splash, for startups seeking to
tell a compelling story, and for innovators and disrupters hoping to build a brand, SXSW offers a
unique opportunity to network, showcase and share ideas.
For the second time, the Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX) and Wallonia-Brussels
International (WBI), have joined forces to lead a Walloon delegation coming from various fields. In
total, 17 companies from Wallonia-Brussels will attend the Festival this year to showcase their latest
technological and creative products. We encourage you to visit our booth at the Trade Show to meet
them and discuss possibilities of collaboration.
This year, we have the pleasure to co-organize the Belgian Beer Café, together with Flanders Invest
& Trade Agency and Hub Brussels Agency. On the 10th March, we would like to showcase our
promising music talents from Belgium. As there is no Belgian party without good beer, especially for
this occasion, Austin’s crowd will have the chance to taste a new beer! This beer is the result of
collaboration between the University of Liège, and the Uncle Billy’s Brewery from Austin, well-known
Austin brewery passionate by excellent beer.
For our delegation, SXSW is also a unique opportunity to showcase, meet and connect with US and
foreign companies as well as with our historical partners: Michael Best Layer firm and Texas A&M
with whom we have developed a joint international network for technological partnerships: the Open
Worldwide Innovation Network (OWIN).
We will have two specific events to connect with our historic partners: Texas A&M University on their
main campus in College Station on the 8th and Michael Best on the 9th on Congress Avenue in the
pub La Mort Subite.
Take the opportunity to learn about their activities in this booklet and keep networking at the
Belgian Beer Café!

Mrs. Chantal DE BLEU
General Manager
Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX)

ORGANIZERS

WA L L O N I A E X P O R T- I N V E S T M E N T A G E N C Y
Place Sainctelette 2
1080 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
Phone: +32 2 421 87 45
Fax: +32 2 421 87 75
www.awex-export.be
AWEX, partner of the international economic development of Wallonia.
The Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX) is in charge of the development and management of
Wallonia's international economic relations. With regards to foreign trade, the Agency has a promotion and
information mission with regard to both the international and Walloon business community.
Intended for purchasers, decision-makers, importers and foreign prospects, the Agency can:
• pass on economic data regarding Wallonia and its export potential;
• provide information on the products and services of Walloon businesses;
• seek Walloon businesses for the conclusion of international partnerships;
• distribute lists of Walloon exporters.
Vis-a-vis Walloon businesses, the Agency is their comprehensive international partner, providing a range of
services and activities covering the entire export process:
• General and commercial information on foreign markets;
• Production of individual market studies on request;
• Organisation of commercial canvassing operations (participation in international
shows, organisation of
economic missions, sector-based contact days, etc.);
• Contacts with international organisations;
• Promotion of Wallonia and its export potential;
• Financial support and funding for exports;
• Training and raising awareness of international professions.
With regards to foreign investment, the Agency provides general expertise in the areas of promotion, prospecting and informing potential investors. It also ensures active monitoring of investors based in Wallonia, as well a
mission to find foreign buyers for Walloon industrial sites in the process of restructuring. AWEX is also competent for the strengthening of the Wallonia brand image overseas. AWEX has a workforce of more than 400
people and about one hundred offices overseas.
In attendance at South by Southwest:
• Pascale DELCOMMINETTE, CEO, Brussels
• Chantal DE BLEU, General Manager, AWEX, Brussels
• Philippe LACHAPELLE, Director Technological & Strategic Partnerships, AWEX, Brussels
p.lachapelle@awex.be
• Yves DUBUS, Belgian Trade & Investment Commissioner, AWEX, Houston
houston@awex-wallonia.com
• Michel BRICTEUX, Belgian Trade & Investment Commissioner, AWEX, Montréal
Montreal@awex-wallonia.com
• Samuel QUENON, Assistant, AWEX, Brussels
s.quenon@awex.be
• Mathieu CAVILLOT, Communication, AWEX, Brussels
mcavillot@investinwallonia.be
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WA L L O N I E - B R U X E L L E S I N T E R N AT I O N A L ( W B I )
Place Sainctelette 2
1080 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
Phone: +32 2 421 87 45
Phone: +32 2 421 82 11
Fax: +32 2 421 87 75
www.wbi.be

As a public administration, Wallonia-Brussels International (WBI) is responsible for the
international relations of the Walloon Region and the Wallonia-Brussels Federation, both French
speaking entities of the Belgian federal state. Thanks to its exclusive capacities in various and essential
areas (amongst others: education, economy, energy, culture, research, environment, etc.) and the
international extension of these fields, WBI developed a particularly dense network abroad.
Widely open to the world, the Walloon Region and the Wallonia-Brussels Federation have signed
multiple bilateral cooperation agreements with countries and regions. These agreements support
bilateral collaboration projects, mainly focused on the academic, scientific and cultural sectors.
The main objective of the Research & Innovation Unit of WBI is to actively build networks between
research and innovation actors of Wallonia, Brussels and other countries. By promoting
partnerships in international research projects and stimulating an open innovation approach in the field
of international scientific and technological cooperation, the Unit supports synergies in the
internationalization of academia, research institutes and businesses.
The Research & Innovation Unit is also coordinating the Research & Innovation Platform, which brings
together all the research and innovation operators of Wallonia and Brussels (universities, research
centers, competitive clusters, public bodies). The Platform’s objective is to facilitate the further
development, implementation and monitoring of the international dimension of the regional research
policy by the sharing of information and consultation between all the partners. The aim is to identify
common priorities which could lead to coordinated or joint initiatives towards third countries and
within international networks. The Platform benefits from a network of scientific liaison officers based
in innovative ecosystems (in USA, the Scientific Liaison Officer is based in Boston). They have the
responsibility of liaising with various key international initiatives, networks and infrastructures on behalf
of the Platform.
In attendance at South by Southwest:
• Pascale DELCOMMINETTE, CEO, Brussels
• Marie BEHEYT, Project Manager at the Research & Innovation Unit at WBI, Brussels
m.beheyt@wbi.be
• Maxime VAN CAUTER, Scientific Liaison Officer at WBI, Boston
m.vancauter@wbi.be
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D I G I TA L WA L L O N I A
Avenue Prince de Liege, 133
5100 Jambes (Namur)
BELGIUM
Phone : +32 81 77 80 80
info@digitalwallonia.be
www.digitalwallonia.be
facebook.com/digitalwallonia
twitter.com/digitalwallonia
linkedin.com/company/agencedunumerique
Contact:
Pascal BUTERA
Expert, Digital Wallonia Ambassador
Pascal.Butera@adn.be

The ICT platform for Wallonia
Located at the heart of the ecosystem of initiatives and ICT stakeholders in Wallonia, Digital
Wallonia is their place of convergence, expression and support.
Digital Wallonia is a true Hub, offering layers of customizable services activated on demand, in an
open and participative model:
• Dynamic mapping of the ICT ecosystem. . ICT profiles (companies, actors, innovative users),
products and services, technology clusters, digital communities, ...
• Vision & digital uses. Plan for the digital by the Walloon Government. Technological, legal and
economic watch, content and white books, barometer and ICT indicators, ...
• Services and Support. Online (data, API, calendar, ...) and physical, for the partners and all the
stakeholders of the ICT ecosystem (schools, public services, companies, ...), according to the needs
• Open Data. Hub for the Walloon Open Data, services for the public actors for the management
and open data, ...
Digital Wallonia is powered by the Agence du Numérique (AdN).
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PA R T N E R S

ART CHETYPE
www.lart-chetype.eu
Contact:
Cédric SABATO
cedric@lart-chetype.eu
Phone: +32 484 74 72 23

Art-Chétype is a digital agency, which creates creative and innovative projects.
This year, in collaboration with Wallonia Export-Investment Agency and Wallonia-Brussels
International, Art-Chétype took up a new challenge: to present our Wallonia region under a new
scope, thanks to graphic and innovative digital design.
From this work, the project “Wonderfull Wallonia” has emerged. By combining creativity and digital technology, we have developed a concept, presenting Wallonia, its richness and cultural bubbling thanks to the colorful skills of the Belgian artist Patrick Croes and the contribution of augmented reality. You can now observe the result of our work on the booth Wallonia.be at SXSW
Trade Show.
And because SXSW is all about Art and Innovation, the colorful graphic illustrations we have created for the booth come alive digitally, thanks to AR technology. Immerge yourself in a virtual universe, where Belgian waffles are alive and virtual drones are flying around. Don’t miss this unique
artistic display !

You can download the app on
App Store and Google Play:
« Wonderful Wallonia »
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WIN

OWIN

Open Worldwide Innovation Network

www.openiwin.com

Contact:
Amaelle HAULET
Executive Director
amaelle.haulet@openiwin.com
Phone: +32 474 92 64 18

OWIN - Open Worldwide Innovation Network is a Membership Association of Universities, TTOs
and Trade Agencies encouraging a global culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. The
Network fosters win-win opportunities and helps companies/projects grow faster in its members
markets by assessing technologies, identifying commercial and strategic partnerships,
coordinating joint-ventures and much more.
The strength of OWIN lies in its members, world-renewed research universities, technology
commercialization offices, trade agencies, business incubators and accelerators.
In total there are 9 members, of whom 4 executive members, present in Australia, Belgium, the US,
and China.
• Australia Queensland is represented by TIQ-Trade and Investment Queensland - the Queensland
Government's global business agency, assisting exporters to break into emerging and
established markets, and promoting Queensland as the perfect place for an Asia-Pacific
headquarters.
• Wallonia in Belgium is represented by AWEX - The Wallonia Export-Investment
Agency - is a government agency responsible for stimulating economic activity in the
Wallonia region.
• Texas in the United States of America is represented by The Texas A&M System Technology
Commercialization (TTC) is Industry's Connection to the A&M System and is the largest
employer in Texas and as a statewide entity with a research budget of US$800+ million and
growing.
• Beijing in China is represented by Coway is a State-level technology transfer center recognized
by the government and a supporting unit of international technology cooperation of Tsinghua
University, one of the top university and the premier engineering university in China.
Those regions have great capabilities to stimulate the creation of innovation and help new
technologies access markets faster.
OWIN is always looking to connect with new partners and build high-value strategic collaborations
to expand the network and help companies develop. Visit our website for more information.
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TWIST
Rue de Mulhouse 36
4020 Liège
BELGIUM
Phone : +32 4 349 12 49

www.twist-cluster.com
Contacts:
Pierre COLLIN
Executive Manager
p.collin@twist-cluster.com
Phone: +32 475 66 38 80
Héloise DEVAUX
Project Manager
heloise@twist-cluster.com

TWIST (Technologies from Wallonia for Image, Sound and Text) is a community platform that
fosters innovation and growth in the digital industries of Southern Belgium (mainly in the sectors
of audiovisual and multimedia technologies and related).
A recognized regional community platform
Within 10 years, TWIST has built a strong network of some 110 members (representing 4.500 direct
jobs and a turnover of 1 billion euros) including 80% SMEs, 5 TV channels, 6 universities & research
centres and 2 investments funds. TWIST is also supported by its public authorities and is an official
partner of Digital Wallonia, the digital strategy adopted by the Government of Wallonia.
A recognized European community platform
With the support of the European Commission, TWIST has been developing an expertise in the
field of immersive & interactive technologies and contents together with its European
counterparts based in Munich (Germany), Paris (France) and Malmö (Sweden). TWIST is currently
enlarging this European consortium to new partners based in and outside Europe.
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S M A R T G A S T R O N O M Y L A B / B E E R FA C
Passage des Déportés, 2
5030 Gembloux
BELGIUM

www.smartgastronomy.be
www.gembloux.beer
Contacts:
Dorothée GOFFIN
Head of Smart Gastronomy Lab
Dorothee.Goffin@uliege.be
Phone: +32 81 62 21 96
Antoine MALINGRET
Co-founder of BeerFac
antoine@gembloux.beer
Phone: +32 476 96 81 85
The Smart Gastronomy Lab (SGL) is a Living Lab specialized in food and culinary innovation,
hosted by the University of Liege. A multidisciplinary and user-centered approach allows to
involve the consumer, develop creative research and help companies developing impacting products.
The SGL has prototyping tool for the development of new creative beers.
Beerfac is a new start-up of different partners (the University, the Student Association, the Alumni
Association,...) joined together to produce locally the beer "Abbaye de Gembloux" and other craft
beer styles. The "Abbaye de Gembloux" was created in the 80s and meets the world-famous
abbey-style beer criteria.
In 2019, to celebrate the presence of Wallonia at SXSW, the Wallonia Export-Investment Agency
(AWEX) and Wallonia-Brussels International (WBI) have organized a collaboration project
between Uncle Billy's Brewery, a well-known Texan craft brewery from Austin and the Walloon
start-up from Gembloux.
The "Abbaye de Gembloux" made in Texas will be proudly produced in Austin together by the
Texan and the Walloon head brewers. The result of this exciting project will be served and tested
during SXSW at the House of Belgium (Cafe La Mort Subite) and at Uncle Billy’s Brewery.
Cheers !
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Antoine Malingret, Head Brewer at Smart Gastronomy Lab / Beer Fac, University of
Liège, Belgium & Stephen Wagner Head Brewer at Uncle Billy’s Brewery and
Smokehouse, Austin, USA

E X H I B I T I N G C O M PA N I E S

M E E T U S AT B O O T H 3 0 3

A LT H E R I A S O L U T I O N S
Rue de l’Etang 6
6623 Wagnelée
BELGIUM

www.altheria-solutions.com
Contacts:
Cyprien DE BARROS
CEO
cyprien@altheria-solutions.com
Phone : +32 495 84 29 36
Can-David KOYÇU
Chief Creative Officer
can-david@altheria-solutions.com
Phone: +32 473 12 39 87
Juan BOSSICARD
External Consultant
juanbossicard@hotmail.com
Phone: +32 478 57 27 47
Dimitra MANOLIADIS
Chief Financial Officer
dimitra@altheria-solutions.com
Phone: +32 473 19 91 28
Altheria Solutions enables immersive, interactive, and intuitive knowledge transfer by developing
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) educational software. Our portfolio includes
Virtual Reality add-ons for university lectures, Augmented Reality books and educational games.
Besides, we offer on-demand services for companies that want to discover how AR and VR can
improve the productivity of their organization through better communication. Services include
AR/VR talks and workshops, technical consulting and prototyping.
We are currently working on Logia, a flexible toolbox allowing manufacturing companies to build
VR training sessions aimed at assembly line workers, straight from CAD designs and 360° videos.
Logia also provides a platform for simulation of the assembly process.
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ALX SYSTEMS
Rue de la Brasserie 8
4000 Liège
BELGIUM

www.alxsys.com
Contacts:
Stefan PAUWELS
Business Developer
pauwels@alxsys.com
Phone: +32 475 60 50 37

ALX Systems is providing integrated solutions including autonomous UAV, Artificial Intelligence for
anti-drone protection, site securisation, industrial inspection, search & rescue operation.
Through a unique cloud architecture ALX allows his costumers to create quickly business
applications based on UAVs and AI.
ALX Systems also provides solutions to develop custom application, starting with his unique 3D
simulation environment, integration testing solution and his development environment.
ALX Systems also provides full solutions for site protection against drone intrusion, human
intrusion, and indoor inspection.
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DEPTHEN
Boulevard Dolez 31
7000 Mons
BELGIUM
IMAGE ENRICHMENT WITH AI

www.depthen.com
Contacts:
Stéphane DUPONT
CEO
stephane@depthen.com
Phone: +32 497 46 92 75
Omar SEDDATI
Senior Research Engineer
omar@depthen.com
Phone: +32 486 37 48 55

Depthen provides real-time Artificial Intelligence building blocks and services for the media
industry and beyond. Depthen provides tools enabling “Image Enrichment with AI”, through deep
learning based advanced image recognition and manipulation algorithms.
Depthen algorithms, integrated in your workflows, will enable automation, a dramatic reduction of
the costs of production, as well as an increase in the value of your media content.
Depthen algorithms, in the current portfolio, can recognize various facets of audiovisual content
in multiple languages: context, theme, objects, people, their identity, and many of their attributes
(demographics, gender, age, actions, etc…). They can also improve the visual appeal of images and
videos. Depthen hence enables exclusive capabilities for image and people search in large content
archives and streams, and for live production automation and cross-media.
Depthen’s AI is delivered on the cloud, on private clouds, or on-premise. The company also
provides audit and software/system integration services related to a large scope of AI
capabilities.
Depthen is a spin-off company of the University of Mons (Belgium).
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EMISYS
Rue de l’Eglise 23, 101
1450 Blanmont
BELGIUM

www.emisys.com
Contacts:
Anouck SNICKERS
Business Developer
asnickers@emisys.com
Phone: +32 471 70 44 33
Jean-Sébastien LESSARD
Emisys Partner
jslessard@emisys.com
Phone: +1 514 923 9223
Emisys – Next Generation of Event and Membership Solutions.
Emisys is a Walloon company created in 2014 by Xavier Ghyssens and Emmanuel Nudel. The mission is to provide a set of technological solutions to improve the logistics management of events.
The technology used by Emisys is called Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) that is described
by a data-transfer process beetween an RFID-tag (chip in wristbands, cards) and an RFID-reader.
The exchange of data is made without any physical contact.
Settings developed by Emisys are personalized and adjustable according the needs of each
organizer:
• Ticketing
• Access Control
• Cashless Payment
• Staff, Guest, VIP management
• Mobile App
• Marketing Activation
It’s a 360° system that saves time and money to the organizers who communicate with a unique
provider.
Emisys is already active on many music and film festivals as well as food & wine tasting events in
Europe and in North America.
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MUSIMAP
Rue de Harlez 51
4000 Liège
BELGIUM

www.musimap.com
Contacts:
Thierry ASCAREZ
CEO
thierry@musimap.com
Phone: +32 477 91 30 29
Thomas LIDY
Head of AI
thomas@musimap.com
Phone: +43 650 55 94 455

Musimap is a music metadata enrichment platform leveraging AI based on 15 years of manual
tagging efforts. Musimap provides advanced automated tools to the music and the advertising
industries to help them achieve high performances in terms of recommendation, targeting and
profiling.
Musimap is the new driving force in Emotion AI and is collaborating with clients such as Vevo,
Unmute, Universal Music Group, BMG Production Music, Qobuz, Motion Elements, Radio Africa
Group and more.
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N -ZO N E
Square de la Paix d'Angleur 28
4031 Angleur
BELGIUM

www.n-zone.be
Contact:
Vincenzo BIANCA
CEO
vbi@n-zone.be
Phone: +32 496 83 40 79
Loris NOTTURNI
Project Manager
loris.notturni@gmail.com
Phone : +32 498 633 157
N-Zone is a gamification company that creates unique interactive experiences.
We develop games, guided tours, live games, treasure hunts, board games, geocaching, animated
books, interactive scenography, etc.
We specialize in designing, writing and developing these experiences for the public as well as for
businesses or educators.
The specificity of our games is that they are both recreational and instructive. We create great
ambiances with a touch of educational concepts.
All our family-type games are built on the knowledge of the development of children. Then we test
our games with real players to have a perfect match about what we built and the reality.

Vincenzo Bianca will be speaking at SXSW EDU festival, on
“Exploring Multi-Support Approach of Learning”.
To hear his talk, join us on March 6th 2019 at 5 PM, at Hilton
Austin Downtown, Suite J,
More info: https://schedule.sxswedu.com/2019/events/PP84176
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L E C I R C U I T D E S PA F R A N C O R C H A M P S
Route du Circuit 55
4970 Stavelot
BELGIUM

www.spa-francorchamps.be
Contacts:
Nathalie MAILLET
CEO
Nathalie.maillet@spa-francorchamps.be
Phone: +32 471 89 13 52
Séverine CIRLANDE
Communication & Public Affairs Manager
Severine.cirlande@spa-francorchamps.be
Phone: +32 478 42 00 97

Regularly acclaimed by drivers from across the entire world, the Circuit of Spa-Francorchamps is
one of motorsport’s most legendary tracks.
With a length of 7 km, it has an undulating profile with fast corners such as the famous and unique
Raidillon, and presides over the middle of a conifer forest reverberating to the roar of reviving
engines.
Resolutely turned to the future, it has made the shift to industry 4.0 and is equipped with the latest, most cutting-edge technology, both for the drivers and their teams as well as for the general
public.
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SUPERBE
Rue de l’Evéché 10
5000 Namur
BELGIUM

www.superbe.be
Contacts:
Gilles BAZELAIRE
Founder, Public Relation
bichon@dogstudio.be
Phone: +32 475 96 17 65
Gaëtan LIBERTIAUX
Founder, Creative Director
gaetan@superbe.be
Phone: +32 486 12 25 04
Superbe is a hybrid studio working on interactive experiences connecting people and
technology, real and digital, emotion and act. Pieces of smile, sound molecules, electronic
components and disorganized photons are sampled to make practical, useful and working
concepts. We design tailor-made solutions as well as ready-to-use interactive experiences.
KIKK Festival
The KIKK Festival is an international festival of digital and creative cultures. Its interest lies in the
artistic and economic implications of new technologies. The event gathers people of all backgrounds from all around the world. They are designers, scientists, makers, entrepreneurs, artists,
architects, developers or musicians. They come to KIKK to tell you their personal anecdotes, to
share professional experiences and innovative ideas, to present an artwork, a project or a product.
You return home full of inspiration with plenty of contacts and new passions. The festival welcomed 25,000 visitors from more than 50 different countries in 2018
Dogstudio
Dogstudio is a multidisciplinary creative studio at the intersection of art, design and technology.
We are on a mission to explore, create meaning and provoke emotions through design and storytelling. Our goal is to deliver amazing experiences that make people talk, and build strategic value
for brands, tech, entertainment, arts & culture.
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CAFE LIEGEOIS

EGE
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C O M PA N I E S

A LT E R FA C E P R O J E C T S
Avenue Pasteur 11
1300 Wavre
BELGIUM

www.alterface.com
Contact:
Laurence BECKERS
Creative Director
laurence.beckers@alterface.com
Phone: +32 498 92 03 55

Founded in 2001 and headquartered in Belgium, Europe, Alterface operates globally with US
office and Asian branches in Beijing and Xiamen, China. The Alterface team creates and builds
turnkey interactive mixed-media attractions for dark rides, spinning & duelling theaters and
walkthroughs. These are customized to local cultures and traditions, offering high quality
standards and an unrivalled support system.
Alterface offers creative services and advanced technologies including the patented show control
system Salto!, NOMAD wireless pointing & shooting, non-linear Erratic® Ride and proprietary IP
Popcorn Revenge®.
Visitors can enjoy Alterface rides in Walibi Belgium, Warner Bros. World, Jardin d’Acclimatation,
Legendia, Qingdao Wanda, Phantasialand, Six Flags, Lego Discovery Centers, Cedar Fair,
Carowinds, Ferrari World, IMG, Lotte World, Yumiyuri land, Hub Zero, Comics Station Antwerp and
many more.
Alterface received in 2018 multiple awards for its Bazyliszek ride in Legendia Poland: THEA Award
for Outstanding Achievement, European Star Awards, Park World Excellence Awards and
Parkscout Awards. Furthermore the Asian Attraction Golden Crown Outstanding Major/Family
Ride Supplier Awards.
For more information visit www.alterface.com
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B E LG I A N VO L I T I O N
Rue Phocas Lejeune 22
5032 Isnes
BELGIUM
www.volitionrx.com
Contacts:
Gaëtan MICHEL
CEO, Belgian Volition
g.michel@volitionrx.com
Phone: +1 415 335 1789
Jason TERRELL
CEO, Volition America
j.terrell@volitionrx.com
Phone: +1 512 810 5323

Volition – we are a multi-national life sciences company developing simple, easy to use, cost effective blood tests to help diagnose a range of cancers and other diseases. We hope that through
earlier diagnosis we can help save and improve the quality of many lives throughout the world.
We have a strong and broad patent portfolio including 5 granted US patents to-date.
The tests are based on the science of Nucleosomics® - which is the practice of identifying and
measuring nucleosomes in the bloodstream or other bodily fluid – an indication that disease is
present.
Our current focus is early diagnosis of diseases in humans, specifically colorectal cancer and we
also have ongoing pilot work in Pancreatic, Lung and Prostate cancer.
We have 6 large ongoing clinical trials with collection of over 60,000 samples.
Our R&D activities are centered around Belgium with additional offices in London, Texas and
Singapore. Attracted non-dilutive funding – over $3million to-date.
Listed on the New York Stock Exchange with the ticker VNRX
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HAUTE ECOLE ALBERT JACQUARD
Avenue Comte de Smet de Nayer 20-22
5000 Namur
BELGIUM

www.heaj.be
Contact:
Joel JACOB
Coordinator of the Master in Architecture Transmedia
Joel.jacob@heaj.be
Phone: +32 495 23 70 66

The art of conveying messages themes or storylines to mass audiences through the artful and well
planned use of multiple media platforms."
Jeff Gomez.
Transmedia is not a new concept, we find transmedia productions in so many domains such as
journalism and information media, culture, art, education, citizenship, company communication,
advertising and marketing, tourism, leisure, etc. Immersive, interactive, sharable, coherent and
expandable are the key words for a good transmedia experience.
In this Master, you will learn to design, create, develop projects, and run a production. As transmedia architect you're going to use non-linear writing tools, interactive storytelling tools, new sources
& influencers and transmedia communities.
At the end of this program, you will be able to develop a scalable communication using several
media, offering the audience a possibility to participate to its evolution.

Video game project
In order to meet the demand of the students who want to increase their skills and develop a
personal experience in designing a video game, we started a Honours year. This year is organized
around a group project and offers an adapted environment to achieve a game project on a given
platform which eventually could be released on the market.
The teaching team which supervises each project is composed of professionals who can pass on
their experience to help each group avoiding traps and focus their energy on realistic and viable
objectives.
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LEANSQUARE
Rue Lambert Lombard 5
4000 Liège
BELGIUM

www.leansquare.be
Contact:
Gérôme VANHERF
Chief Operating Officer
gerome@leansquare.be
Phone: +32 498 02 62 66

We are a Belgian-based VC fund investing in digital start-up and start-up of the new economy,
with a strong growth potential and/or role model. Our portfolio includes start-up like Musimap,
Playground, Bloomlife, Mod Devices, Sparks & Rockets or Ludus to name but a few.
Since 2014, we have helped hundreds of daring entrepreneurs offering them the best tools to
develop their start-up : from co-working space to networking events, workshops, online MOOC or
masterclasses.
Part of our mission, we help start-up accelerate by accompany them to set up the best investment
proposal. To do so, we organize thematic acceleration program in sectors like e-health, e-logistics
or Music Tech.
We are part of the accelerator engagement network set up by Universal Music Group that aims to
promote the development of innovative MusicTech start-up around the world.
As an investment fund, we offer a wide range of financial instruments in order to best meet the
demands and needs of start-up: we invest or co-invest in start-up with seed funds (25k to 5ok) or
in equity (100 to 5ook).
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MADGIX
Avenue Pasteur 11
1300 Wavre
BELGIUM

madgix.com
Contact:
Thibaut DE LESTRÉ
Managing Director
thibaut@madgix.com
Phone: +32 475 74 09 08

MADGIX is created as a response to the growing interest in gamification and entertainment
concepts based on first person non-linear narratives.
Supported by major players in the industry, MADGIX has access to the latest intelligent interactive
technologies to build immersive & fun solutions. The interconnected and story-driven attractions
are offered to international entertainment markets, including retailment and edutainment.
MADGIX Solutions range from media-based interactive to innovative role play gamification projects.
The MADGIX experts create visitor-centric adventures with real-life worlds that can be explored
through immersive quests in a dedicated area. Events and storylines can change depending on
guest preferences, seasonal or commercial requirements.
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WSL
Val Benoît
Quai Banning 6
4000 Liège
BELGIUM
www.wsl.be
Contact:
Agnès FLÉMAL
General Manager
a.flemal@wsl.be
Phone: +32 494 46 63 04

WSL is the Incubator of engineering sciences. Its mission is to support the creation and the
development of technological companies in Wallonia (start-up( high potential project started
rapidly) and spin-off (academic project)) in different fields such as aerospace industry, automotive
industry, medical device, greentech, IT and IOT, mirco/nano technology, bio chemistry…
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Cafe La Mort Subite
308 Congress Avenue, Austin

In addition to our booth, keep networking with our Delegation
at the Cafe La Mort Subite
In the afternoons from 11 to 13th March, meet innovative companies
from Wallonia while enjoying some Belgian Beers.

SATURDAY 09 March
1:30 - 2:30 PM

5:00 – 7:00 PM

SUNDAY 10 March
11:00 AM

7:00 – 9:00 PM

Conference « Future is Female », organized by WBI
Venue: EU House at SXSW, Palm Door on 6 th, Austin, TX
Wallonia Meets Texas Networking Event,
in collaboration with Michael Best & Michael Best Strategies
Venue: Café Mort Subite, 308 Congress Avenue, Austin, TX

Booth Wallonia.be Opening Ceremony
With Mrs. Chantal DE BLEU, Managing Director, AWEX
Venue: SXSW Trade Show, Booth 303 , Exhibition hall 2-3-4,
Austin Convention Center, Austin, TX
Belgian Café at SXSW 2019, in collaboration with FIT, Startup.be,
Visit Flanders and Hub Brussels
Belgian Music, Belgian Beers and Networking
Venue: Uncle Billy’s Brewery, 1530 Barton Springs Road, Austin, TX

SXSW TRADE SHOW
From Sunday 10th to Wednesday 13th March, meet our
companies at the Booth 303 at the SXSW Trade Show.
Venue: SXSW Trade Show, Booth 303 , Exhibition hall 2-3-4,
Austin Convention Center, Austin, TX

MONDAY 11 March
5:00 – 7:00 PM

Apéro Francophone, in collaboration with Export Quebec and
Business France
Venue: Canada House,12 Rainey Street, Austin, TX
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Wallonie-Bruxelles International & La French Tech
are pleased to invite you to their panel

“The Future is Female”
Saturday March 9 – 1:30pm – 2:30pm
Palm Door on 6th – EU House @ SWSX
While the slogan has a long history, for our panel, The Future is Female” because it means
that we must look to the female archetype and into the myriad of women’s experiences to
define alternative forms of leadership
Feel free to join us – Enjoy some food and refreshments and let’s engage in a discussion

Notes

WALLONIA EXPORT-INVESTMENT AGENCY
Export

Investment

Place Sainctelette 2
B - 1080 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
Tel.:+32 2 421 82 11
Fax: +32 2 421 87 87
E-mail: info@awex.be
Website: www.awex-export.be

Avenue des Dessus de Lives 6
B - 5101 NAMUR
BELGIUM
Tel.: +32 81 33 28 50
Fax: +32 81 33 28 69
E-mail: welcome@investinwallonia.be
Website: www.investinwallonia.be

WALLONIE-BRUXELLES INTERNATIONAL (WBI)
Wallonie-Bruxelles International
2, place Sainctelette
B - 1080 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
Phone:+32 2 421 82 11
Fax: +32 2 421 87 87
E-mail : wbi@wbi.be
Website: www.wbi.be

